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HATS is a general purpose syntax derivation tree
based transformation system in which transformation
seguences are described in special pwpose language.
A powerful feature of this language is that uni6cation
is an explicit operation. By making unification ex-
plicit, an elegant framework arises in which to express
complex application conditions which in turn enables

refined control strategies to be realized.

This paper gives and overview of HATS, focusing
especially on the framework provided by the trans-
formation language and its potential with respect to
control and general purpose transformation.

1 An Overview of HATS

Within the High Integrity Software (HIS) program at
Sandia National Laboratories research is being con-
ducted in the area of program transformation. The
objective of this research is to provide a technology,
supported by a tool, that can significantly impact the
construction of high assurance (and ultra high assur-
ance) sofhvare across a variety of problem domains.
Towarda this end a High Assurance Transformation
System (HATS) is being developed.

An assumption made by HATS is that domain no-
tations (e.g., weapons systems, robotics systems, etc.)
can be formulated in terms of context-free grammars.
Passing a specific context-free grammar (and corre-
sponding lexer) to HATS will “tune” it to the specific
problem domain defined by that grammar. Language

elements, which we abstractly refer to as pq-nnns,
belonging to the problem domain are intermdly repre-
sented as syntax derivation trees (SDT’S) and tram-
Formations are manipulations of these trees.

*This work was supported by the United States Department
of Energy uudcr Contract DE-.ACO4-94AL85OOO. Sandia is n
mnltiprogmn Iahoratory operated by Sancfia Corporation, a
Lockheed AliirtiI] Company, for the United States Department
of Energy.

Figure 1: The HATS Architecture

An overview of the HATS architecture is shown in
Figure 1. After HATS has been adapted to a problem

domain (i.e., by providing it with the shadowed boxes

shown in F@re 1), it can be used as an automatic
transformation system by supplying it with (1) a spe-
cific target program as input, and (2) a transforma-
tion program that describes how the target program
should be transformed. Execution of the transforma-
tion program (which we refer to as %mning HATS”)
will apply the transformation sequence deiined in the
transformation program to the target program. The
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resulting (transformed) target program can then be
displayed either symbolically (in prettyprinted form)
or graphically (in SDT form).

1.1 Initializing HATS

When the HATS GUI is launched the user is presented
with the window shown in Figure 2. From this win-
dow, the user required to select the following:

problem domain — The notation of a problem
domain is defied by (1) a context-free grammar,
and (2) a specification of the tokens (i.e., a lexer)
for that grammar.

target program — The target program is that el-
ement of the problem domain that we wish to
transform during this session of HATS.

transformation program — A program describing
how the target program is to be transformed.

prettyprint style jile — A file describing how the
string representation of target programs (e.g., the
transformed target program) are to be formatted.

Figure 2: Initializing a HATS Session

Making these selections initializes a HATS session
after which we are ready to “run HATS”.

1.2 Running HATS

In the most general case, the first step in running
HATS will entail the compilation of the transformat-

ion programl. This compilation consists of the fol-
lowing

●

●

●

The transformation program is parsed and a cor-
responding syntax derivation tree (SDT) is cre-
ated.

During this parse an auxiliary parser for the tar-
get language is invoked to assure that all tram.sfor-
mation schema-s (described in Section 2.1) defined
within the transformation program are syntacti-
cally legaL

Additional type checking is performed including a
check to ensure that transform programs can only

manipulate the target program in a syntactically
legal m~er.

The result of a successful compilation of the trans-
formation program produces an SDT of the transfor-
mation program. This SDT can be stored so that fu-
ture uses of this transformation program can skip the
parsing and type checking phases described above.

We are now ready to execute the transformation
program. Within HATS, the semantics of the trans-
formation language is defined in a continuation-based
denotational semantic framework. The execution of a
transformation program is achieved by passing its cor-
responding SDT to the appropriate \aluation function
in the denotational semantics.

As was prmiously mentioned, FLATS is an SDT-
based transformation system. Thus. before transfor-
mation can beOti, a target program must first be
parsed and converted into SDT form. Because of the
desire to (effortlessly) parse programs belonging to a
wide range of t=get languages, the taget parser is
extended with backtracking capabilities that enable
it to resolve local ambiguities arising in the parse ta-
ble. Traditionally such ambiguities have been resolved
by (1) modifying the parse table manually, or by (2)
providing the parser with sufhcient Iookahead capa-
bilities to enable it to resolve the ambiguity automat-

ically. However, the problem with manual resolution
of ambiguities in the parse table is that, in the context
of program transformation, it is unreasonable to ex-
pect the user to have this level of parsing knowledge.
Additionally, the problem with the automatic resolu-
tion capabili~- provided by the lookahead is that it
is bounded. For %hese reasons the parsing algorithm
in HATS is extended with a backtracking facility that
allows target programs to be parsed in all cases where

1~lotethatthe [rallsformatioll program is distinctly (iiffercnt

from the target program.
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the target grammar is not truly ambiguous. It should
be noted that the downside of this approach is that in
the worst case (e.g., if many parse table locations have
multiple entries) the parsing process can be very time
consuming 2. However, the assumption here is that
in general the target grammar will be “well behaved”
and in those rare instances where it is not, a parsing
expert might need to be called in to slightly modify
the gammar in order to make it more amenable to
parsing.

1.3 output

HATS supports three basic forms of output: (1) trans-
formation metrics, (2) a graphical SDT-based repre-
sentation of target programs, and (3) a formatted symb-
olic representation of target programs.

fian.sfonnation metrics provide an informal in-
sight as to the efficiency of a particular transformation
sequence as well as possible scalability limitations of
the sequence.
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Figure 2: SDT Display

An SDT representation (shown in Figure 2) pro-
vides an environment in which to better understand
the scope of transformation matches (e.g., why did a
particular transformation fail to apply to a particular
subtree) which is very useful for writing and debugging
transformation sequences. Note that in the display,
subtrees of interest can be highlighted in color and
the corresponding leaves, which are also displayed in

~Expoucutinlwith respect to the number of prorluctious in
the tnrget grmnnmr.

string form in the window below, will also be high-
lighted. In addition, I@lQhting can only be done in
incremental units of proper (well-formed) SDT trees
which is useful since all matching in HATS is with
respect to well-formed trees.

And lastly, a prettyprinted version of target pro-
grams can be output. To produce this output an ab-
stract prettyprinting algorithm is used that is an ex-
tension of some of the existing prettyprinting algo-
rithms described by Oppen [4] and Rubin [7].

2 Schemas

In this section we describe a general notion of a schema
within an SDT-based hmework. We also point out
various implementation problems and describe how
they are resolved in HATS. Then in Section 3, we dis-
cuss how the HATS transformation language extends
the notion of a matching (unifying) with a schema and
how this extension impacts the ability to express con-
trol strategies.

At the heart of every rewrite-based transforma-
tion system is the notion of a schema. Ln general. a
schema is an expression, usually containing wwiables,
that through tication defines a set of elements.
In the case of program transformation, schemas d+
fine portions of programs. In their most basic form,
syntax-based transformations are rewrite rules having
the form

T ‘~f schemal + schem~

where schemal and schemq are expressions contain-

ing typed variables (i.e., variables quantified over spe-

cific domains). The approach taken in HATS to obtain
such a set of typed variables is to treat the nontermi-
nal symbols of the context-free grammar (of the target
language) ss variables. Such vaiables are naturally
quantified over the subsets of the language that they
can derive.

2.1 Schema Notation in HATS

In HATS, given a target grammar, ~, (SDT) schemas
over L(G) are defined as follows:

●

●

Select a nonterminal symbol, d, belonging to g.
The symbol d denotes the root of the SDT. ?I-e
refer to d as the dominating symbol of the schema.

Using the productions in !7, construct a derivation
of the form d ~ a. Note that a may contain
nonterminal symbols.
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● In HATS, the expression d(:lcl[:] is a schema d%. . . .
scribing an SDT whose root is d and whose leaves
are a. Here the string ‘:[]” serves as a begin-end
marker that assists the parser. The difference be
tween a and of is as follows: Let C denote an arbi-
trary nonterminal symbol in cr. In o?, a nontermi-
nal, C, will be represented by a schema-variable
of the form <C>i, where i is a non-negative inte-

ger. Note that subscripts are used to distinguish

instances of schema-variables.

Through recognition of the be.ti-end markers and
by making the assumption that the strings of the form
< C > ~ will not be (otherwise) legal tokens in the
target language, HATS is able to parse, within the
transformation language, occurances of 0? to ensure
that the derivation d ~ Q is possible3. This parse
assures that schemas are syntactically correct. Fur-
thermore, HATS also requires that tree substitutions
made during the transformation process always re-
place (substitute) trees having the same dominating
symbol. This results in transformations that, by con-
struction, produce syntactically legal (though not nec-
essarily semantically legal) programs.

3 Control

A key aspect in a transformation framework is how
unification with schemas can be used to control the
transformation process. Given a term (i.e., program)
p, a transformation of the form

‘1 ‘~f schemal + schem~

is traditionally applied in the following manner. First
a subterm (in our case a sub-program) t of p is se-
lected to which the transformation T is to be applied.
We denote the application of T to t by the expres-
sion T(t).WMn’7 an attempt is then made to unify
schemalwith t. Ifthisun.iiication fails, we say the
transformation T does not apply to t and t remains
unchanged (i.e., T(t) = t). Lf this unification succeeds
we say a match occurs. A match produces a substi-
tution u which is then applied to schem~ to produce
the result of applying T to t (i.e., 7(t)= a(schemq)).

An important aspect regarding the paradigm de-
scribed above is that the notion of a match is implicit,
and the notion of control is external to the transfor-
mation. For example, to what SDT’S within the target

s~?o~ctl,at Si*~~~s~ll~m~~,Wllicllare components of tral~s-

formations, are expressed in the transformation program, the
twgct parser is invoked during the parse of the transformation
progriuu.

program does one attempt to apply T? Historically,
this lack of explicit control was not an issue because
rew-riteswere applied manually (e.g.. mathematical ex-
pressions were simplified by hand).

However, in the context of automatic transforma-
tion, such rewrite rules lack expressive power. When
limited to such basic rewrite rules it becomes diilicult
to express, within a transformation program, a refined

application strategy.

We have addressed this problem in HATS by ex-
plicitly parameterizing rewrites with respect to the
SDT that they are applied to. This is a distin.@shing
feature of HATS that we believe is extremely powerful.
We call these parameterized transformations tmns-
form functions to distinguish them from the standard
unparamterized transformations. .$-long with the no-
tion of explicit parameterization arises the need for an
explicit match operator. In HATS. the explicit match
operator is denoted by the symbol: #. A basic match
is then a boolean-~alued expression of the form

where el and ez are schemas, or wtriables that can
be bound to schemas. We have a.kw found it useful
to introduce a special universal SDT that denotes the
empty match. In this paper we denote this SDT by
~, and refer to it as the null tree The null tree is
unique (and universal) because it cannot match with
anything else (including itself). .ti interesting prop-
erty of @ is that because it cannot participate in a

successful match it can be used to terminate a recur-

sive transformation. Abstractly, o is the intersection
between the control domain and the SDT value do-
main.

3.1 Parameterization and Extension of

Application Conditions

Using the idea-sand notation just described, the trans-
formation given earlier is ~xpressed as the following
transform function

T ‘~f (~ t. t 1=1schemal + schema2)

In this context we refer to the expression to the left of
the + as the application condition of T and the ex-
pression to the right of+ as the replacement of ‘T. In
this example, the application condition of a transform
function is a boolean expression, whose successful eval-
uation (in this case the unification of twith schemal )
produces an environment (a generalized substitution
list) which is then used to instantiate the replacement.
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When viewed horn this perspective it becomes nat-
ural to consider further extending the scope of ap-
plication conditions to include more general boolean
expressions containing more general matches.

For example, consider the following application
condition:

This application condition will evaluate to true if
tunifwswith the schema E/] <lbl + < ~1 [:] and
T uniiies with the schema T[:] ( <-lbl + < D2 ) ~].
Note that in the context of an application condition
schema variables having the same subscripts denote
the same SDT. (This is in contrast to many resolution
based theorem provers in which the scope of a variable
does not extend over a conjunct.)

Xow the application condition above is not very
interesting because the unification requirement of r
could have easily been expressed within the first unifi-
cation which would have resulted in the following ap
plication condition

t 1=1 E[:] <&I + ( <&l + <fi2 ) [:]

One particularly powerful idea comes from realiz-
ing that (1) transform functions themselves produce
SDT’S as outputs, (2) through unification, match op
erations bind sets of \ariables to SDT’S, and (3) it
should be possible to reference the variables (e.g., in
the above example, t and r) in the replacement of the
transformation. More specifically, it is through the
interleaving of recursion and tication that a rich
control structure arises.

A problem that is encountered at this point is that
in general it is not possible to put arbitrary identifiers
(e.g., t and r) in schemas and expect the target lan-
guage parser4 to be able to handle them appropriately.
A solution to this problem is to extend the tran.@r-
mation language so that it can accommodate schema
variables. Doing this the above application condition
-would become something like:

<&o 1=1E/] <lb-l + <Z5-1 [:] AND
<~1 l=! T/:] (<=1 + <fi2 ) [:]

Note that the type of a schema variable is defined by
the string between the “pointy brackets” (e.g., the
type of <&i is E). Furthermore note that schema

variables can only be unified with schemas having
dominating symbols of the same type.

Using the ideas described above: it is natural to
consider applying trrmaform functions to schema vari-
ables that are bound in match operations and then
matching the resulting SDT to a particular schema.
In this manner, very refined control can be expressed

within an application condition.Because of the exten-

sive ability to control transformations in this manner
we will, from here on out, refer to application condi-
tions as control-patterns.

Consider the following transformation:

‘7 ‘&f(A <b).

<l%-. 1=1F/:] context ( <.4>1 ) [:]
AND <A>z l=! 72(<44>1)
*
F[:] context ( <A>2 ) [:]

)

Note that in this example, the first unification estab-
lishes a specific context and the second unification
bhds <A>2 with the SDT obtained from applying the
transform T2 to <A> 1. An important aspect that is
highlighted in this example is that the schema \ariable
<A>z is first unified with T2(<A>I), and is then in-
serted into the replacement schema.

F[] contezt[<A>2] []

This point is worth mentioning because the string
“context ( <A>2 )“ is a derivation in the target
language (that is parsed by the target parser) while
the @cation <A>2 l=! T2(<A> 1) is an expression
in the transformation language (that is parsed by
the transformation language parser). This ability to
cross language boundaries is an important contributor
to the expressive power of the HATS transformation
language.

For example, by applying the concepts described
above it is possible to write transformations that (1)
expand the scopes of variables in target programs, (2)

apply transformations in very specific contexts, and
(3) transform a clause set according to a specific in-
ference rule (e.g., unit resolution). Another possibil-
ity is that one can now use transformations to explore
whether portions of a target program can be trans-
formed into specific forms before the transformation is
actually applied (e.g., I only want to apply this trans-
formation to this subtree if I know that the subtree
can be successfully optimized by another set of trans-
formations).
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With the capabilities described, a transformation
system achieves theorem prover-like characteristics.
Transformation sequences can be viewed as focused
search strategies, and wntrol-patterns can be seen as
proving lemmas and providing the transform function
with the resulting information.

3.2 Aggregation

In the previous section we described how the HATS
transformation language has extended the basic notion
of a single rewrite. In this section we describe how
individual rew-ritescan be aggregated.

3.2.1 The Case Statement

A useful feature for describing transformations is the
case-statement. In HATS, such a construct is ex-
pressed using ML “bar” notation as follows:

T ‘Qf(A t. application_ wnditionl
~ application_ mndition~

...
/ applkation_conditionn

)

* schemal
* schema2

* scheman

The semantics of this construct areas follows: Ap-

plication conditions are evaluated in order from top to

bottom. Let ~i denote the substitution resulting from
the first application condition that evaluates to true.
The value of T(t) -willbe ai(schemai). If all appli-
cation conditions evaluate to false, then T does not
apply and t is returned (i.e., ‘T(t)= t).

3.2.2 Sequential Composition of Transforms

An (almost) essential feature for an automatic trans-
formation system is the ability to aggregate indi~idual
transforms into groups. At present, HATS only sup-
ports the sequential composition of transforms. Se-
quential composition is expressed as follows:

. The expression [T1@ 72 @ ... @ Tn] denotes the
sequential composition of the transform functions
T“, ‘l&Z, ... , Tn.

3.3 Universal Control

The refined control that is possible through control
patterns is largely due to the fact that the structure
of the grammar can be made explicit within a control
pattern. However, in many cases one desires to apply a
transform or a transformation sequence to all subtrees

of the target program. la this case one doesn’t need to
explicitly reference the structure of the grammar and
a general tree walking operation is more appropriate.
The HATS transformation language supports two such
operations: fix and once. Both are parameterized on

. the order in which the tree is to be traversed (e.g.:

post_order),

● the SDT, t, that is to be traversed, and

● the transformation sequence that is to be applied
to each node in t.

Let tl,t2,...,kt denote the subtrees oft in the or-
der that they would be visited in a postorder traversal.
Let T1... denote [T”@ Z @ ... @ 7.]. Then we have

the following

● once(post _order,t,T1..n) will result in the

following sequence of applications: ~,.. (t*).

Z..n(tj),..-zJn(Q where 7~..n(ti) =

7n(...(72(71(ti)))...)and t: is the change that
resuks in ti as a result of applying T1..~, h a
postorder fashion, to any and all subtrees of ti.

● Let to = t, tl = once(post_order, tO,T1..~),....
ts = once(post_order, ts– 1,T1..n). Then
fix(post_order,tO,~ ..n) is the 6rst (i.e., smallest)
r such that t“= once(post_order, tr,71..~).

4 Conclusion

HATS is a rewrite-based transformation system that is
designed to be domain independent. Transformation
sequences are described in a special purpose trans-
formation language which assures that a syntactically
illegal program will never be created. Three very im-
portant features of this language are (1) unification is
an explicit operation, (2) control patterns are boolean
expressions based on unifications, and (3) schema vari-
ables can be matched within the transformation lan-
guage and then placed within a schema belonetig to
the target language. These features allow transform
functions to be recursively applied to schema variables
which in turn enables a very refined control strate~
to be realized.
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